DNA polymerase kappa counteracts inflammation-induced mutagenesis in multiple organs of mice.
In vitro studies indicate that DNA polymerase kappa (Polκ) is able to accurately and efficiently perform DNA synthesis using templates containing various types of DNA damage, including benzo[a]pyrene (BP)-induced N2 -deoxyguanosine adducts. In this study, we examined sensitivity of inactivated Polk knock-in (Polk-/- ) mice to BP carcinogenicity in the colon by administering an oral dose of BP plus dextran sulfate sodium (DSS), an inflammation causing promoter of carcinogenesis. Although colon cancer was successfully induced by BP plus DSS, there was no significant difference in tumor incidence or multiplicity between Polk-/- and Polk+/+ mice. Malignant lymphoma was induced in thymus by the treatment only in Polk-/- mice, but it lacked statistical significance. Mutant frequencies (MFs) in the gpt reporter gene were strongly enhanced in colon; almost to the same extent in both types of mice. Micronucleus formation in bone marrow at the high dose of BP and DNA adducts in colon and lung was not significantly different between two types of mice. Surprisingly, however, Polk-/- mice exhibited significantly higher MFs in colon and lung than did Polk+/+ mice when they were treated with DSS alone. The most prominent mutation induced by DSS treatment was G:C to C:G transversion, whose specific MF in proximal colon was 30 times higher in Polk-/- than in Polk+/+ mice. DSS alone did not enhance MF at all in Polk+/+ mice. The results indicate that Polκ does not suppress BP-induced mutagenesis and carcinogenesis in the colon, but counteracts inflammation-induced mutagenesis in multiple organs. Environ. Mol. Mutagen. 60:320-330, 2019. © 2019 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.